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How did Another Day, Another City
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boost its exposure on Pinterest
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Another Day Another City

Overview
Another Day Another City started
in a hotel room in NYC.
Eventually, they added an online
e-commerce store and have
combined a blog and
photography, to showcase all of
their work. They love sharing their
journey and hope to provide
some valuable info to their
audience along the way. Creating
engaging content is what most
brands need to increase their
following and reach their target
audience.
But measurements are crucial,
giving the marketers the ability to
see how their content turn an
audience into leads.

Working with Lgwebmedia has
been an amazing experience.
They have helped me grow my
Pinterest from 3.7k to over
112k monthly views. They
were so friendly and
understood all my goals! With
their help, I have grown my
online shop and blog traffic! It
was a great experience and I
highly recommend them.
Alexis Brown
Ceo, Another Day Another City

Challenges
Organic reach traffic was a high priority for
them. Their Pinterest was getting little to
no engagement which didn't bring any
revenue month over month. So they
decided to use our services to increase
their website's traffic.
Time management and engagement were
the keys to improving their business'
productivity.

Results

+30%

Monthly visitors

Solution
Implemented rich pins for all of
their products and optimized blog
graphics for Pinterest
Regularly pin products and
engage on Pinterest

Conclusion
Pinterest is a great way to
bring traffic to a website.
Be it a blog or a retailer. It
needs to be used daily and
with consistency to show
its productivity.
Another Day, Another City
needed to boost their
exposure and that's what
we did.
They merely had 3.7K
monthly viewers, we've
increased it over 112K.

